London: BSAFE model second time with the International Safety Award 2017
The BSAFE model has won the prestigious
International Safety Award 2017 as a recognition for the implementation of the Safety Management System methodology in the new city
district development Milan Porta Nuova.
This year, 533 organizations of all sizes and sectors won an the British Safety Council Award,
including businesses from the UK, Africa, Asia,
India, mainland Europe and the Middle East. BSAFE
is for the second time the only Italian organizational model to participate and be awarded May 5 at
the Grosvenor House Hotel in London.
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The British Safety Council, a British
governmental institution founded in
1957 by security experts, assessed
the BSAFE model as an advanced engineering method using integrated
information systems to govern the
complexity of the site through a single
strategic coordination system able to
integrate and guide the security and
emergency activities of owners,
tenants, suppliers and visitors in the
area.
The BSAFE model is developed by GAE
Engineering, one of the leading Italian
expertise on security and BFORMS
Asset and Engineering Management
Company, specialized in real estate
management. The annual comparison
with the international scenario allows
the two engineering companies, which
for years have been working in partnership, to consolidate the organizational model according to the most advanced best practices.

The distinctive experience that BSAFE
has gained on the Porta Nuova district
has begun since the construction site,
managed through the participatory
security method, and then declined in
the management phases according to
a single thread. Organizational models
must provide responses to these realities in both ordinary and emergency
situations.
“We are in a difficult and complex
historical period in which the risks to
be assessed and managed require
constant changes of scale. Although
there are still few high-rise buildings
in Italy, there is a strong need for
Safety for both buildings and people,
which must be tackled by applying the
best technologies and by providing
evacuation tests also for private residents.” says the company’s Technical
Director, Giuseppe Gaspare Amaro.

“We wanted to measure ourselves at
the international level by working on
the concept of security and the applicable models, analyzing processes
and identifying new configurations in
real estate management services. The
implemented models must ensure the
management of potential interference
with technology support as well as
increasingly advanced Risk management and BIM management and
systems.” close Francesca Torino,
BFORMS CEO.

